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This 44-card deck offers comforting and uplifting messages, to set a positive and healing tone for
the day. It also functions as a divination tool, as you can ask a question and find the message that
gives you guidance and answers.Â This work is designed to help you stay centered in peacefulness
throughout the day, and to remember that your angels are always beside you, ready to help you
with every area of your life.
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"Although the book is geared toward morning meditations, you can benefit from it anytime, day or
night. I suggest keeping it on your bedside table or desk so that you can refer to it whenever you
need a comforting boost from above." - From the bookSpiritual psychologist Doreen Virtue
encourages readers to devote a portion of each day to connecting with the angels in the book Daily
Guidance from Your Angels: 365 Angelic Messages to Soothe, Heal, and Open Your Heart.
Drawing from years of experience as an angel therapist and clairvoyant, she provides 365 specific
messages from the angelic realm designed to uplift, inform and inspire.In her own spiritual practice,
Virtue notes that when she has allowed herself to skip an occasional morning of reflection, her day
wasn't as fun or satisfying. Desiring to facilitate daily devotions for readers to ensure a magical,
fulfilling day, the author provides reflections ranging from profound teachings to beneficial ways to
approach the day. These daily meditations aren't dated, so you can begin anywhere,
anytime--either reading consecutive meditations or choosing one at random.Some of the themes in

Daily Guidance from Your Angels include:* Be Gentle With Yourself* Say Goodbye to Guilt* Honor
Your Agreements* Bless Your Meals* Complete Projects* Turn Around Nervousness* Know That
You're Perfectly Understood By Us* Detach From Drama* Connect With the Spirit of Nature* Enjoy
a Sense of Belonging* Know That You Can Never Ask for Too Much* Honor Your Sensitivity* Listen
to Your Inner Child* Expect Everything to Go WellI've consulted this book at random several times,
and I've found each insight rich with liberating, practical wisdom.

First I want to make clear, that if you haven't read Doreen's "Earth Angels" book, then this is the
better addition to purchase because it has exactly what "Earth Angels" includes pluse a bit more
information you will want to know. The only thing this newer addition leaves out is the chapter on
walk-ins. Ultimately, they are inexpensive so purchasing both may be what you want to do if you
wish to read about walk-ins. Let me add that this is a mini book so you could probably read about
walk-ins standing at the book store.Further, for those expecting this new addition to be more than it
turned out to be read on. I understand the book said it would contain old material as well as new,
but I didn't think that meant repeating word for word in most cases, which is what I found to be true
for this book. I was looking forward to lots new information about incarnated Mermaids, and so forth.
Like the review written before mine, you can read the newly added details by standing in the book
store. I'm glad it only cost $7, again feeling disappointed.I believe I was hoping as well as others
who relished in the previous Earth Angels, for more information about their incarnated being
qualities and the realms they come from. There is only one very short paragraph about Merangels,
another short one for Merfairies and so forth. There is a little more information than the last book but
only a little, including a few new realms about Knights and Leprechauns. Again, why didn't they just
wait for more material before making a new book. I suppose it's worth it if you really want even the
slightest bit more information about your realm (I guess like I did).
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